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0. Introduction 
Let A be the dual of the mod-2 Steenrod algebra. If M, N are graded unstable 
A-comodules one can define and compute the derived functors Coexti (M, N) using 
unstable injective resolutions of N, as in [lo]. (We review these notions briefly be- 
low.) These derived functors were introduced by Massey and Peterson [7], where 
they were used to express the E2 term of an unstable Adams spectral sequence. 
Let Sp be the unique unstable A-comodule for which (Sp)p = Z2; (Sp),I = 0 if 
IZ fp. Our object in this paper is to construct Steenrod squaring operations 
(O-1) Sq’ : Coext: (SP+k, 9) + Coextll;i(S2p+2k, S2P) 
and investigate their properties. Our construction is carried out in Section 2 and is 
analogous to the known construction of squaring operations on “stable” derived 
functors as in [ 1,6,8]. In Section 3 we prove a Cartan formula for our operations, 
which describes how Sqi behaves on a composition element. This result is different 
in kind from the usual Cartan formula for “stable” Coext. It expands Sqi of a com- 
position rather than Sqi of a smash, and requires a novel argument for its proof. 
The unstable Coext groups can be fitted into a long exact “EHP sequence” [2]. We 
recall its construction in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7 we investigate the relation- 
ship between the E, H and P homomorphisms and Sqi. We prove 
(O-2) E2Sqi = Sq’E, 
(03 E Sq%r = H Sq’, 
(W E Sq’P = PE Sq’. 
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Perhaps the most useful of these relations is (0.3). It permits us to use the Hopf in- 
variant H to detect non-zero values of Sq’cw. In Section 7 we give examples of com- 
putations made in this way. 
1 Unstable A-comodules 
The properties of unstable A-comodules are discussed in [ 10, Sections 1 am, 21. 
We review here briefly the results we will need. 
We write A = Z,(&, E2, . . . ) for the dual of th.e Steenrod algebra, with counit 
E : A + 2, and coproduct $ : A -+ A QD A as given by Milnor in [9]. For each n 2 0 
the left coideal J(n) c A is defined by 
Then 
J(n) = Span @‘,‘I . . . (;’ 1 n 1 + . . . + n1 < n}, 
(1-I) $(J(n)) C &J (J(n + k) G J@Qk). 
k=O 
A graded left A-comodule M with structure map p : A4 +A o M is called “unstable” 
if 
By a map of unstable A-comodules we mean a degree-preserving A-map. Unstable 
A-comodules and their maps form an abelian category which ‘Fe denote %A. 
Since A is a Hopf algebra, the tensor product over 2, of a pair of A-comodules 
is again an A-comodule, under “diagonal” coaction The relation 
(1.2) J(m) l J(n) 5: J(m + n) 
implies that M n N is unstable if M and N are. 
Suppose I/ is a graded module over 2,. Define an A-comodule A g V by setting 
A F V = @ (J(u) 8 7,). 
n=O 
the structure map is $ G V. (1 .I) implies that A g V is unstable. To any WA 
morphismf : Icf + A L~J V we associate adegree-preserving map of Zz-modules 
f’ : M + V by setting f = (E QC V)f’. Then the formula 
(1 3) . .f=(A@f)p 
shows that 1’ determines f. From these remarks it follows easily that A g V is an 
injective in I he category 3n,, and that 9RA has enough injectives. From now on 
we reserve t,ze term “injective” to denote ?RA-modules of the form A g V: The 
tensor product over Z, of two injectives is not injective. 
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By a “complex” )I we will always mean a complex over WA concentrated in non- 
negative degrees with differential of degree +l : 
.., 0 4 -AI’ d, ,.. . 
Chain maps and chain homotopies are over the category ‘yIIA. That is, they may have 
arbitrary homological degree, but must preserve the internal de 
nent A-comodule. If I is a complex, we denote by r) : @(I’) + 
ree of each compo- 
A the canonical in- 
elusion. If F : WA + ?ZA is a functor, we denote by FI the complex FI* -+ FIl . . . . 
Given N E %ZA, we write I(N) for any injective resolution of N. Then 
Coext(M, N) = @,&oext’(M, A!) is the homology of the complex Hom(M, I(N)). 
Here we have abbreviated CoextA and HomA by simply writing Coext and Horn; we 
will do this throughout he paper. Since our symbol Hom(M, I’(N)) refers to degree- 
preserving maps, Coext(M, N) has only one grading: the homological degree. The 
composition pairing 
Coex?(N, R) 8 Coext’(M, N) + Coext’?M, R) 
is defined in the obvious way. If Q E Coext(M, N) and p E Coext(N, R), we write 
p l a for their composition. 
Given M E 9X”, we define its “double” k E 3nA. Set 
If x E Mn represents i E (&zn and P(X) = @ai G xi, set 
p(~) = ~~~~ pi. 
Since (J(k))*s J(2k), h is indeed unstable. Suppose now that I($‘), 1(S2p) are in- 
jective resolutions. Then &Sp) is acyclic in homological dimensions greater than 
zero, so there exists a chain map of homological degree zero, F : ?(Sp) + I(S’p), 
unique up to chain homotopy, for which the induced map @(&V)) 4 H”(1(S2P)) 
is the identity on S *p We use F to define a homology operation . 
(1.4) F, : Coext’(SP+k , S p ) + Coextr(S2p+2k, S2p) 
In fact, if ar E Coextr(SP+k , SP ) is represented by the cycle 0 
B then F,a! is represented by the composition F l &(u) : S*p+* 
ar) : Sp’k -+ I@!‘), 
+ I(S2p). 
By a contracting homotopy for the complex I we mean a sequence of degree- 
preserving Z2-homomorphisms 
s:P-+@(f), s:Iy-+Ir-l (r > 0) 
for which sr) is the identity on @(I), qs + sd is the identity on 1*, and cis + sd is 
the identity on lr for all r > 0. We will need the following lemma on contracting 
homotopies. Its proof is straightforward. 
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Lemma 1 .I. Suppose I is a complex and I’ C I a subcomplex for which the induced 
map H’(I’) + H’(I) is an isomorphism for all Y > 0. Suppose I’ has a contracting 
homotopy s’. Then I has a contracting homotopy s which extends s’. 
Finally, suppose I and I’ are complexes with contracting homotopies and s’. We 
define the “tensor product” contraction s’ on I @ I’ by setting 
S@ I’ 00, 
(1.5) ss I(I)‘@(I’)‘= qs~s’, r=O,t>O, 
s Q, s’, r = 0, t = 0. 
2. Smash products 
In this section we construct he squaring operations on unstable Coext. 
Definition 2.1. Let I, J be complexes over 3nA, and t an integer, -00 < t < 00. By a 
smash product D : J QP J + I of degree 2t we mean a sequence of VZA maps 
Di : Jdo <J + I (i > 0) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) Di has homological degree 2f - i; 
(ii) dDi + Did = Di-’ + DimlT, where T is the switching map from Ja J to itself. 
In particular, Do is a chain map of degree 2t. 
Definition 2.2. Let D, D’ : J CZJ J -+ I be two smash products of the same degree 2t. 
We call D and D’ homotopic if there exists a sequence of 92, maps 
Ei : Ja J + I (i > 0) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) Ei has homological degree 2t - i - 1 
(ii)dE~+Eid=E~-~tE~-~T-I’D~t(D~)’. 
We now classify smash products up to homotopy, and will have to consider the 
cases of positive and negative degrees separately. First observe that if t 2 0 and 
D : J B J -+ I is a smash product of degree -2t, then Do : Jf ;Q Jf + I() induces an 
3n A map H*J 8 H*J + HOI. We call this the “characteristic map” of D. 
Proposition 2.3. Let t 2 0 be an integer, I a complex of injectives, and J a complex 
that is acyclic in homological dimensions greater than t. Then a smash product 
D : J @ J -+ I of degree - 2t is determined up to homotopy by its characteristic map, 
The proof is straightforward, and is omitted. 
Now suppose t > 0, and suppose that D : J B J + I is a smash product of degree 
+2t. If Ho(J) = Sq for some integer 4 > 0. Then T : Sq CB Sq + 28 B Sq is the identity. 
Consequently the composition 
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represents an element in H2t-i(Hom(S2q, I)) w UC 1 ’ h we call a “characteristic lass” 
of D : chiD E HZ’-i(Hom(SQ, r)) for 0 G i G 2t. 
Proposition 2.4. Let t > 0 be an integer, and I a complex of injectives; let J be a 
complex for which e(J) = 9, H’(J) = 0 if r > 0. Then a smash product D : J ti J + I 
of degree +2t is determined up to homotopy by its characteristic classes chiD 
(OGiG2t). 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
Suppose now &!F) and 1(S2P) are injective resolutions. Then Proposition 2.3 im- 
plies that there is, up to homotopy, only one smash product of degree zero 
D : I(P) cs I(SP) -+ I(S*P) for which the characteristic map 
Ho(@)) @ HQSP)) + H”(I(S2P)) 
is the identity on S 2p Then we can define for i in the range -r < i < r an operation . 
Sq’ : Coext’(SP+k, Sp) --t Coext’+i(S2P+2k, S2P) 
in the following way..If @(ol) : S p+k + I’(!?) represents o in Coext(S p+k, Sp), then 
the composition D’-‘(@(or) QP Cp(o)) is a cycle in Hom(S2P+2k, 1(S2p)) that represents 
Sq’cw. Since any two smash products that induce the identity map on S2P are homo- 
topic, the operations Sqi are well defined. 
Propositio? 2.5. (i) Sqi is a homomorphism. 
(ii) Sq’a! = Q A a! if i = dim CL Here “A” denotes the smash product pairing of 
Coext grotcps constructed in [ 10, Sectiorr 13. 
(iii) Sqio = 0 if i < 0, and Sq’ar = F*a. 
Proof. (i) is a well-kncwn computation and (ii) is immediate from the definitions, 
(iii) can be proved by arguments hat are rather well known; compare for example 
[ 11, p. 2741. We omit the details. 0 
We close this section with a prescription for constructing asmash product 
DI(Sp) B Z(Sp) + f(S2p) of degree 0. We assume given only an cllir, -map 
Do : &Sp) Q &SP) --f p(S2P) 
carrying Sp B Sp into S!?,by the identity; and a contracting homotopy sri for 
Z(SP) CZJ I(SP). Assume inductively that 
D’ : I(Sp) 8 I($‘) + I(S2p) 
has been defined in all homological dimensions less than r. Write 
I(S%)‘- = A 8 Vr-i . - 
Then the C)lik-morphism 
D’ : (I(P) 6.z I(SP))’ + I(s2p)r-’ 
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is determined by the associated 
Di(I(Sp) CP I(Sp))’ + Vr-i - 
as in Section 1; and Q’ we define by 
(2 1) . D’=(D’I’+D’-‘T+dD’)s”, - - - 
3. The Cartan formula 
The object of this section is to prove: 
Proposition 3.1. +et c11 E Coext (Sp’k, Sp) and fl E Coextr(SP+k+l, Sp’k) be given. 
Then 
Sg’(olq3) = az , sqaa l sqbp . = 
in Coexfr+t+i 
(S 
2p+2k+21 
, s2p>. 
Proof. Choose injective resolutions I(S?“k), I($‘), I(S2p’2k), I(Szp). Let 
#ip) : Sp+k+z +r(sp’k) be a cycle representing 0;let #(ar) : &!Pk) + I(P) be a 
chain map of homological degree +t representing c11. Let 
D(Sp) : I(Sp) m I(Sp) + I(S’p), D(Sp+k) : I(Sp+k) GI (Sp+k) + I(S2p’2k) 
be smash products of degree zero for which the induced maps on zero-dimensional 
homology are the identities on S2p and S2p+2’, respectively. Define a smash product 
F : I(SP+k) cs I(Sp+k) +I(S2p) 
of degree +2t by setting F’ equal to the composition 
. 
(3.1) Icsp’k) g rcsp’k) @@)@@(O1) , I(SP) Q &yP) D’(sp) + I(SZP). 
The characteristic classes of F are chiF = Sq% in Coext2t-i(S’p+2k, S2p) for 
0 < i G 2t. Now for each i, 0 < i < 2t, choose a chain map 
Q(Sq%) : ,r(s2p+2k) + I(S2P) 
of homological degree 2t-i representing the class Sq’-‘a. Define a smash prodact 
G : I(P+q @ I(Sp”k) -+ I(S@) 
of degree +2t by setting 
(34 G’ = C& #(sq’ -i+i,, . o’(sP+k) 
j=O 
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for each i > 0. Verification of the identities (ii) of Definition 2.1 is an easy computa- 
tion. Only the term j = 0 in the sum (3.2) contributes to the characteristic classes of 
G: we find 
Therefore (Proposition 2.4) there exist ??ZA-maps 
E’ : IcsP’k) co Icsp’k) -+I(S2p) 
satisfying 
It follows that the cycles Fr+t-i(@@) 8 t#@)) and G’+‘-i($@3) z $@)) represent the 
same element in Coext(S 2 +2k+2z, S2pj. The proof is complete. Cl P 
4. Suspension and loop functors 
The suspension and loop functors 
have been defined and discussed in [ 10, Section 21. We recall here some of their 
properties. 
First, 
S : Hom(M, N) + Hom(SM, SN) 
is an isomorphism. Further, there are natural %A-isomorphisms 
S(MdV)=SMaN=McdN. 
There are natural inclusions 
i: i&If@ N+In(MdV), j:McA/V-+S1(MsN). 
These inclusions can be composed in the obvious way to give an inclusion 
l:i2Ma9W+S22(MaN). 
aS is the identity funztor. The map 
Sz : Hom(SM, N) + Hom(M, WV’) 
is an isomorphism: (S, a) is an adjoint pair. Thz atijunction of the identity map 
QN + QN is an inclusion SQN + N. If N = A g V is an injdctive, then SLnN C N 
is the sub-comodule @,“= 1 (J(n-1) a VJ. More generally, if N = A F v is an injcc- 
tive then SkjN C N is the sub-comodule given by 
(4.1) Sk$N = 6 (J(n- j) QD If,>. 
n=j 
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That the right-hand side of (4.1) is indeed a sub-comodule can be verified directly 
from (1.1). Using (1. l), (1.2), (1.3) and (4. l), we prove easily: 
Lemma 4.1. Let M, N, R = A g V be given injectives; let W C V be a given Zrsub- 
space. Suppose D : M 3 N + R is an 3HA morphism satisfying Q(M bt N) C W. Then 
D(S@M B SkakN) C n$+k(J(n-j-k) do Wn) C Sj’kd’kR, 
= 
Recall further that S is an exact functor. Q is left exact but not right exact; its 
right derived functors are written a(‘) (v >, 0). In fact 0@) = 0 if r > 1 and Jrt(l) is 
described in [ 10, Proposition 2.51. 
Finally, we recall two definitions from [lo]. IA NE% A be given. By a chain 
level suspension we mean a chain map e : I(jV) + W(NV’) of homological degree 
zero, for which the induced map @(1(J)) + @(SU(SN)) is the identity on N. We 
USI:! the chain level suspension to define the homology suspension 
E : Coext’(M, N) + Coext’(SM, SN) 
as in [ 10, Section 31. By a chain level Hopf invariant we mean a chain map 
h : QI(N) + 1(&V) 
of homological degree -1 for which the induced map 
If’ (W(N)) + lP(I(nc’bv)) 
is the identity on @)N. Since M(N) is acyclic in homological dimensions greater 
than 1, the chain level Hopf invariant is unique up to chain homotopy. We use the 
chain level Hopf invariant o define the homology Hopf invariant 
H : Coext’(SM, N) + CoexV (M, &V) 
as in [ 10, Section 31. 
5. The complexes L(P) 
In [lo] we constructed specific injective resolutions L(Sp) of the p-sphere as an 
unstable A-coinodule. Here: we collect some properties of these complexes. We be- 
gin by describing the operation Sq* in terms of the L(Sp). Then we recall how the 
L(Sp) can be llrsed to construct he long exact “EHP sequence” relating the various 
groups Coext(S p+k SP). We conclude by finding the relationship between Sq* and 
the P-homomorphik. This relationship will be used in late; sections. 
Recall [2,3,5] that 
is a bigraded differenti algebra, generated as an algebra by the elements 1 E A: and 
Xi e A;+1 for all i 2 0. The subcomplexes A@) C A are defined as in [2, 51; note that 
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A@- 1) C A(p). L(Sp) is defined in homological dimension r as in C IO] by setting 
(5.1) L’(Sp) = A g (A@)’ ~j; Sf’), 
where by A@)’ we mean the graded Z2-module @i>o A@$ (Note that Sp as it ap- 
pears on the right-hand side of (5.1) is being regarded as a graded ZZ-module.) The 
differential d on L(P) is a sum 
where d* is the differential on A and de is defined in [ 10, Section 61. The acyclicity 
of L(P) is proved in [lo]. Consequently, 
(5 02) Coext’(SP+k, Sp) = H(A(p)k). 
Let up E (SP)p be the non-zero element. Let f : A.(p) + A(2p) be the chain map 
defined on admissible as in [ 121 by setting f(?Q = Xu+1. Define a map 
F : i(Sp) + L(S*p) 
of homological degree 0 by zetting 
F(a CB h* a ap) A = a* a f(X,) QD 02p 
for any X E A@). It is easy to check that F is in fact a chain map, and that the in- 
duced Hd L(V) +E!‘oL(S*P) is the identity on S*J? From these remarks and from 
Proposition 2S(iii) we get: 
Proposition 5.1. Under the isomorphism (5.2), the operation 
Sq* : Coexts(SP+k, 9) + Coexts(S2p+2k, S2p) 
is induced by the chain map f : A(p) + A(2p). 
In [lo] we showed that the complexes L(Sp) can fit into a short exact sequence: 
(5.3) 0 --, L(sp-g e, s2L(SP) J-+ L(s*p-‘) -+ 0, 
where e is a chain level suspension and tz is a chain level Hopf invariant. Since L(S<- ‘) 
is a complex of injectives, the sequence of complexes obtained by applying the f&w 
tor Hom(S p+k-l , ) to the diagram (5.3) is again short exact. In fact it coincides with 
the sequence 
(5.4) 
}‘P 0 -+ A(P-~)~ -+ A(& - A@p-I),_, -+ 0, 
where hp is as in [4], and [ 10, Section 51. The long exact sequence in homology as- 
sociated with (5.4) is the “EHP sequence” 
G-5) ... Coextr(SP+k-l, Sp-‘) E, COeXtr(Sp+k, Sp) 
H, Coextr-l(SP+k-l, S2P-‘) P Coextr+l(P+k--l, Sp ') -3 . . . . 
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where P is the connecting morphism. This description of P shows that it cm be ex- 
pressed as composition with a fixed eleaiznt. In fact, let i2p_l E Coext”(S2p$ S2pU1) 
denote the class of the class of the identity map. Then for any Q! E Coest’-$V+k-l, S2P-l) 
we have 
(5-6) P(a) = P(izp - 1) l cl- 
Next we claim that 
(5.7) E Sq” P(i2p _ 1) = p(i4p _ 1)’ 
2 In fact, P(‘zr, _ 1) in Coext (S P 2 -l SP-l) is represented under the isomorphism (5.2) , 
by the element d,+,_l in A@- 1). So by Proposition 5.1. E Sq” P($ _ 1) is represen- 
ted in A(2p-1) by the element 
fdh p-.1 = mp-1 = dX,,_,* 
But this element also represents P(iqp_l), so (5.7) is proved. 
6. Smash products and the complexes L(Sp) 
In this section we use the phrase “smash product” to denote a smash product of 
degree zero D : L(V) 44 L(V) + L(S2P) having characteristic map equal to the ident- 
ity on S2P. We are going to construct smash products having certain desirable pro- 
perties. These constructions will be needed in the next section when we discuss the 
relationships between the Sqi and the E, H and P homomorphisms. 
We begin by defining a filtration on L(SP). For any], 0 <I G p, let 
e : L(SP-j) + s1L(SP-j+‘) 
be the chain level suspension defined in. [ 10, Section 61. Iterating e in the obvious 
way leads to a chain map L(Sp-I) + SIJL(SJ”), whose adjoint is an inclusion 
SjL(SP-j) + L(V). In fact, 
&(sp -9)s = 03 (J(p-j-ti) 8 A@ -j)i Sp) 
ia0 
61) C CD (iii-i) QD A(p)S 63 Sp) = L(Sp)‘. ._- 
ia0 
From (4.1) we have 
(6.2) S’L(SJ+‘> 5; Sk2jL(SP) c L(SP). 
L(Sp) is filtered by the chain of sub-complexes 
(6.3) SPL(SO) c . . . c SjL(bvj c . . . ,c L(SP), - I - 
where each inclusion induces isomorphisms of homology in all degrees. 
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Proposition 6.1. There exists a smash product 
D : L(Sp) B L(Sp) + L(S2P) 
for which 
(6.4) D(SiL(SP-ij a SkL(Sp- -k)) g Si+kL(S@- i- k) 
forallj, kwithO<j, k<p. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 we can choose a contracting homotopy s for L(Sp) which 
satisfies 
s(SiL(Sp -I) C SjL(SP-j) for all j, 0 <j < p, 
Let s” be the contracting homotopy on L(Sp) z L(Sp) which is obtained from (1 S) 
with s’ = s. Define Do in homological dimension 0 by setting 
(6.5) D”(a o up 8 a’ a CJ?) = aa’ B 02p 
for a, a’ E J(p). Here we have written up E (Sp)p for the nonzero element. Now let 
D : L(P) 8 L(P) + L(S2P) be the smash product determined by s” and (6.5), by 
the inductive procedure (2.1). Using (6.2) and Lemma 4.1 one easily verifies that 
D satisfies (6.4). 
Proposition 6.2. Let p > 1. Then the smash product constructed in the proof of 
Proposition 6.1 satisfies 
(6.6) D’(L(Sp) e9 SQL(Sp)) C SL(S2p - ‘) 
Proof. Define Do in homological degree zero by (6.5). Let s be any contracting 
homotopy for L(SP), and let sR be the contraction on L(P) B L(SP) given by (1 .S), 
with s’ = S. Let D be defined by the procedure (2.1). We will show first that 
(6.7) D”(Lo(Sp) Q L’(P)) c A 2 (A(2p-1) B S2P) * 
for all t 2 0. If t = 0, it is clear. Suppose that (6.7) lx established inductively for 
all t < r, for some r > 0. Then Q” acting upon Lo(P) @ L’(P) is given by 
O”(x Q y) = dD”(usx B sy). 
But qsx 8 sy lies inSP 8 I,‘-’ (S p ), so by Lemma 4.1 and the inductive hypothesis 
(6.7) we have 
(6.8) D’(qsx B sy) E kFo (J(p + k) Q A(2p-l);-’ CG S2p). 
/ 
But d = e CZJ dA a S*p + d,, and E Q d, 5 S2p obviously carries the right-hand side of 
(6.8) into A(2p-1) @ S2P. That & also does this is apparent from [ 10, Proposition 
5.11. So (6.7) is proved. Now to establish (6.6) it will suffice to show for each t b 0 
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that 
w9 - D”(L(Sp) B SfiL(Sp))’ C A(2p- 1) ~9 S2? - 
Indeed, the sufficiency of (6.9) follows from Lemma 4.1. If t = 0, (6.9) is immediate. 
Suppose inductively (6.6) and (6.9) have been established for all t < Y. That Q” act- 
ing upon the summand L”(SP) 8 L’(P) satisfies (6.9) follows from (6.7). Consider 
Q” acting on the summand L1(Sp) 8 Lr-$Sp) for any 1> 0. In this case 
Q*(x w y) = dD’(sx w y). 
But if x E L$!P), y C SJz’-‘(SP), ther w 8 y lies in L(Sp) B SQL(Sp), so the induc- 
tive hypothesis (6.6) in dimension r-l gives D”(sx a y) E SL(S2Pa1). So dD”(s.x cr; y) 
lies in A(2pF 1) Q S2P, and our inductive proof of (6.9) is complete. 
Proposition 6.3. Let D : L(Sp) Q L(Sp) + L(S2p) be a smash product satisfying (6.6); 
let 
1 : aL(sp) 8 aL(sp) + Q2(L(SP) @ L(P)) 
be the inclusion described in Section 4; let h : 0 L(S2p) + L($p-‘) be the chain level 
Hopf invariant constructed in [IO]. Then the composition , 
,c2L(SP) c3 QL(b!P) I, aqL(sp) 8 L(P)) s1200) a2L(s2p) S2h + szL(S+‘) 
,is zero. 
Proof. Denote by k the inclusion L(Sp) B SQL(#) + L(Sp) a L(Sp). Then in the 
following diagram the upper triangle is commutative: 
QL(SP) 53 szL(SP) 
QL(SP) G flS~L(SP) 
(6.11) 
I 
i 
aL(s2p-‘) S2e 
I s12D0 
+ G+L(S2P) Ir,k ) S2L(SQ_Q 
But (6.6) im.plies that the composition (h2Do) 0 (a2k) can be lifted over the inclu- 
sion S2e. as indicated by the dotted arrow in (6.11). Since the composition 
L(S2P-1) -e+ nL(s2p) h, L(s+l) 
is zero, our proof is complete. El 
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Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 assert he existence of smash products having special pro- 
perties. Our next result will be needed in relating the Hopf invariant o the squaring 
operations, and gives a property enjoyed by any smash product. To state it, we recall 
from [lo] the definition ui = d(Ef m or,> 
ment of GLl(SQ 
E L I (S92p; also that uj represents an ele- 
_1 which we denote !&$; further that Gk$ represents the non- 
zero element of a l)(9) = H1 (SZL(sP) = S2P-l. Q 
Proposition 6.4. Let 
D : L(Sp) o L(SP) + L(S2P) 
be a smash product, Then 
“‘(u; 9 u;) = uip. 
Proof. The definition of a smash product forces 
Do@ FJ up B tp Q up) = E:” GC uzp, 
and there follows 
(6.12) dD’@ E up 8 u;) + D’(u; N u;) = (Do + DOT)@ CYJ op 9 u;) 
= D”d($ 8 up z ,$“; a “p) 
But 
so that 
D@’ B u 8 a’)= 
1 P P 
But the elementsQ1(!$~ u GJ @ 6 Aj_, a u ) all have (internal) degree xceeding 
2p, and since they lie in S 28, each must be zer% Plugging the result D1(&’ R ai, cs u$ = 0 
into (6.12) proves our proposition. Cl 
7. Squaring operations and the homomorphisms E, H, P 
In this section we prove the relations 
E2 Sq’ = SqiE, E Sq’H = H Sq’, E Sq’P = PE Sq’. 
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Proposition 7.1. If a E Coextr(SP+k-l, Sp-‘), then 
Sqi Ecu = E2 S&i 
in Coextr+i(S2p+2’, Szp). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 6.1. Cl 
Proposition 7.2. lf (x E Coext’(SP+ k,Sp) then H Scfa = E ScfHa in 
coextr+i-1 
(S 
2p+2k-1, s4p-1) 
l 
Proof. Let @(a) : s p’k + L ‘(Sp) be a cycle representing cy. Choose a smash product 
@p-1) : L(s@-l) * L(s2p-‘) *L&q 
of degree 0, with characteristic map equal to the identity on tipe2. Choose a second 
smash product 
D(Sp) : L(Sp) a L(S2pj --) L(S2p) 
of degree 0, with characteristic map equal to the identity on S2p and satisfying the 
condition (6.6) of Proposition 6.2. For each i 2 0 define 9&-maps 
Fi, G’ : QL(Sp) @ s2L(Sp) -) fiL(S4p-‘) 
of homological degree -2 - i by setting F’ equal to the composition 
(7.1) 
QL(SP) & a&yP) _x s h , L(S2P - 1) 63 L(S2P - 1) D’(S*p-‘) + L(S4P -2) e, QL(s4P -1) 
(here h : ClL(SP) * L(S2Pv1) and e : L(S4Pm2) + aL(S4PA1)- are the standard chain 
level Hopf invariant and chain levei suspension constructed in [lo]); and Gj equal to 
the composition 
(7.2) QL(SP) 63 s2L(SP) I, $(L(SP) @ L(SP)) n2D’+‘(SP), 
dL(S2P) ah ) 0 L(S4P -1) 
(where Zis the inclusion defined in Section 4). The collection F = {F’3i>o is clearly a 
smash product of degree -2. We claim that the collection G = {G’)i>o is also a smash 
product of degree -2. We need only check that Go = S2h l s22D1(SP) l I is a chain 
map. But this follows immediately from Proposition 6.3 and the relation 
dD1 + D1d = Do + DOT. Now s2 L(P) is acyclic in homological dimensions greater 
than 1 and s2L(S2P- l) is a complex of injectives, so Proposition 3.3 implies that a 
smash product of degree -Z’ from QL(SP) a ClL(SP) to QL(S4Pv1) is determined 
up to homotopy by its chaz xteristic map 
But the definition of a chain .evel Hopf invariant [ 10, Section 31 implies that the 
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characteristic map of F is the identity on S4P-2, and Proposition 6.4 implies that 
the characteristic map of G is also the identity on S4P-*. So F and G are homotopic 
smash products. Consequently the cycles 
F r-i-1 . (s%$(ar) @st#(or), Gr-i-l l (Q@(o) 8 a#@)) b 
in Hom($P*2k-2, QL(S4P-1)) represent in Coextr+i-1(S2p+2k-1, s4pa1), equal 
elements. The proof is complete. 0 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose a E Coext(SP+k-l, S2p-‘). Then 
E SqiPa = PE Sqia 
in Coext(S 2p+2k-1 s2p-l), 9 
Proof. In view of (5.6) and the Cartan formula, it suffices to show that 
(7.3) E SqOP(i 2p_1) = w4p_lh 
(74 E SqlWzp _ 1) = 0, 
W) E Sq2P(i2p _l) = 0. 
(7.3) has already been proved (see (5.7) above). To show (7.5) we use [ 10, Proposi- 
tion 3.51 to compute 
Sq2p(i,,_,) =W2p_l)*p(i2p_l) = (t.p-1pi2p_*) l v2p-1pi*p_ 1)’ 
But EP = 0. 
It remains to establish (7.4) Let 
D : L(9) @L(9) + L(S2P) 
be a smash product satisfying (6.4) and (6.6). In L3(S2p) consider the element 
0 =D’(d(l a $_I a “p> Qd(l a Ap_l e op)), 
where d is the differential on L(9). Since 
d(1 B Ap_l a ap)= 1 c9 dAAp_l ta up 
lies in sL(sp-l) 5 L(V), we know from (6.4) that 
8 E S2L(S2@) c sL(s2p-‘) c L(S2P). - - 
Regarded as an element of S2L(S2pm2), 6 represents Sq1Pi2p_l. Regarded as an 
element of L(S2P), 0 Is a boundary: 
0 =dD’((l a hp_l cmp) Nd(l a Xp_1 ho,>) 
+dD’((l c3 Ap_l @ 8) @ (1 @ hp_l @ o,)). 
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To prove (7.4) it suffices to show that 0 is a boundary inSL(S2P-I); we need both 
and 
Dl((l @ xL7_l a op) Bd(l QPA~_~ Q, up))ESL(S2p-‘) 
DO((I @ hp_l @ op) @(l @ xp_l Qp op)) G(s2p-l). 
But the first of these inclusions follows from (6.4), and the second follows from 
(6.6). 0 
Proposition 7.2 is especially useful in making computations: it permits US tc use 
the Hopf invariant to detect nonzero values. ofSqf. We illustrate this claim with an 
example. For each i 3 0 let 11, E Coext a (Sz’+l, S2’) be the element which is repre- 
sented under the isomorphism (5.2) by hzi_1 E A(2’). Also denote by hi any of 
the suspensions of this element. It is known that 
h, !;i+l = 0 E Coext2(S2i+2, S ’). 
Let co E CXX ?($14, S3) be the element represented by h2X& E A(3): 1. Let 
f0 E C0ex.V (A “$, S6) be the unique lement with Hopf invariant 
H&j =h,*h,*h, 
3 in Coext(S , ‘27 S1 l). (The existence and uniqueness of such an f0 are given by Curtis 
in the tables at the end of [S]. Note also that 11, l h2 l h2 is nonzero in 
Coext3(S27, Sll).) By our Cartan formula nd Proposition 7.2 we obtain 
H SC&,-, = E Sq’Hc, = E Sq’(h, l h2) 
Consequently, 
(W % 1 CO =f0* 
(7.6) is already known in the stable range; see Milgram [8], who uses methods difo 
ferent from our& We can recover all of Milgram’s results by the present method, and 
many others as well, We leave further examples tothe reader. 
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